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29 April 2009 

Dr Richard Chadwick 
General Manager, Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 31 31 
CANBERRA ACT 2601 

BY EMAIL: 

Dear Dr Chadwick 

Applications for authorisation lodged by TOTE Tasmania Pty Ltd, Racing and 
Wagering Western Australia and AClTAB Limited, A91 123 and A91 124 
Our Ref: ALS: JAS: 2005851 

We act for Centrebet Pty Ltd and Centrebet International Ltd (together referred to as 
Centrebet). 

We refer to the applications for authorisation lodged by TOTE Tasmania Pty Ltd, Racing and 
Wagering Western Australia and ACTTAB Limited on 27 February 2009 (Applications). 

We attach the following documents: 

Centrebet's confidential submission in response to the Applications, which includes 
commercially sensitive information over which confidentiality is sought; 

a public version of Centrebet's submission in response to the Applications, excluding 
confidential content, for inclusion on the public register. 

Centrebet acknowledges that its submission will be made public and placed on the public 
register. However, parts of the submission contain information which is commercially 
sensitive and confidential to Centrebet. 
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In accordance with section 89(5) of the Trade Practices Act 1974, Centrebet requests that 
the Commission exercise its power under section 89(5A) to exclude this information from the 
public register. Centrebet requests that the Commission treat that information as strictly 
confidential. 

Information in respect of which restriction of publication of part is claimed is highlighted in 
yellow in Centrebet's confidential submission. Centrebet requests that the Commission 
place only this letter and the public version of the submission on the public register. 

Please contact Anthony Seyfort or Jackie Solakovski if you have any queries in relation to 
Centrebet's submission or if you require any further information. 

Yours sincerely 

Anthony Seyfort 
Partner 

Jackie Solakovski 
Partner 

Direct Dial: 03 9672 9353 Direct Dial: 03 9672 9314 
Email: aseyfort8 landers.com.au Email: jsolakovski 8 landers.com.au 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Centrebet Pty Ltd (Centrebet) and Centrebet International Ltd (Centrebet 
Internat ional)  provides this submission in response to applications for authorisation 
(Applications) lodged by TOTE Tasmania Pty Ltd, Racing and Wagering Western 
Australia and AClTAB Limited (the Applicants). The Applicants have applied for 
authorisation of: 

a joint venture agreement between the Applicants in relation to their supply of 
fixed odds wagering services (JV); and 

a management services agreementibetween the Applicants, Centrebet and 
Centrebet International (Management Services Agreement). 

Centrebet and Centrebet International support the Applications lodged by the Applicants. 

I n  this submission, Centrebet and Centrebet International provide some comments in 
response to the Tabcorp Holdings Limited (Tabcorp) submission dated 9 April 2009 and 
Tabcorp's comments in relation to interim authorisation as outlined in its letter dated 23 
April 2009, particularly in respect of Tabcorp's comments on the counterfactual and also 
alleged anti-competitive arrangements between the Applicants and Centrebet. 

I n  this submission, a reference to Centrebet includes Centrebet International where the 
context so permits. 

Centrebet rejects many of the sweeping assertions that are made by Tabcorp; firstly as 
to the purported ease of establishing a viable bookmaking operation and then about the 
state of competition in the market should authorisation be approved. 

2. COUNTERFACTUAL 

Commercial considerations 

Tabcorp invites consideration of a counterfactual whereby each of the three Applicants 
would supply fixed odds wagering products independently of each other and Centrebet. 
This is supposedly a viable and reasonable option because the barriers to entry and 
expansion in the fixed odds wagering market are supposedly very low and each of the 
Applicants is a well-established participant in the wagering market. 

This argument grossly underestimates the actual barriers to entry and at times either 
makes assumptions as to the commercial capacity of the Applicants or incorrectly 
measures them against Tabcorp's. 

As Tabcorp acknowledges, there is a fundamental distinction between offering totalisator 
or "pool betting" products and offering fixed odds betting. A totalisator operator cannot 
lose, as a set commission is deducted from each bet. 

By contrast, fixed-odds betting has an inherent degree of risk. As the price or the 
formula for calculating the price is agreed at the time of making a bet, bookmakers can 
and do lose on any particular event. Even Tabcorp acknowledges that "....it is rare for a 
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bookmaker to manage risk in this manner in respect of a large number of its books. This 
is because, generally, the weight of investments will favour one or two contestants over 
others thereby making a 'balanced book' the exception rather than the rule. ..... This 
means that any volatility experienced by that operator is not limited to a single 'market' 
or 'book' but is spread across numerous books.. . " 
There is a high degree of expertise required in setting a book and in managing the 
resulting risk in real time. This is a specialised area. 

Tabcorp then suggests that each of the Applicants could simply acquire an automated 
risk management system and 'a small number of bookmakers all of which are easily 
acquired" to provide an equivalent service. 

This is factually wrong. Competent bookmakers are not "easily acquired" and more than 
a 'small number" are needed. I n  fact, Tabcorp criticises the suggestion that Centrebet's 
70 bookmakers and analysts with its advanced technology, offers a valuable service to 
the Applicants. Apparently, each of the Applicants would not need similar resources and 
expertise to offer a competitive fixed odds wagering business to Centrebet. This is 
surprising to us (as it suggests we are overstaffed) and it is another example of a 
sweeping commercial generalisation that is simply not borne out by objective analysis. 
It is only because of Centrebet's extensive experience and quality of staff that we are 
able to offer the markets we do with such a relatively small number of bookmakers and 
analysts. 

Contrary to Tabcorp's suggestion, the operation of bookmaking is not an automated 
process and so an "off-the-shelf" risk management system still requires expertise and 
decision-making by a skilled and competent bookmaking team. 

Furthermore, it seems that Tabcorp's counterfactual would not envisage any of the 
Applicants ever becoming a sophisticated competitor to Tabcorp's TAB Sportsbet. 

Pointing to a "large number of small but viable corporate bookmakers" operating in the 
Northern Territory and many "traditional bookmakers operating throughout Australia" is 
disingenuous as most of these operators are small local operators who field on very 
limited markets. Only a handful would have any exposure to sports betting, and 
certainly not the breadth of sports book expertise which Centrebet is able to offer. 

I n  summary, the evidence shows there are significant barriers to entry in offering the 
range and quality of services that the Applicants expect to be able to provide to their 
clients. 

Tabcorp also points to its establishment of Luxbet and offers the "done in a 100 days" 
scenario. It is suggested that a closer analysis of this example actually shows the 
difficulties the Applicants would face in each establishing their own operations. Although 
it may have taken 100 days to execute the decision, planning had commenced long 
before. Furthermore, it was a commercial decision by an already established and leading 
fixed-odds operator to establish a similar business under another licence by transferring 
a number of experienced Tabcorp employees. It cost many millions of dollars 
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L9 That is quite distinct from the situation of the Applicants who, by virtue of their reliance 

on prior arrangements with Tabcorp, [RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART 
@id CLAIMED]. This would be a new business venture for them and cost each millions of 
17 3 u  dollars to successfully establish. 

d 2 The Impact on Consumers x -  
LUz 

Tabcorp persistently argues that a "small-scale" operation would meet the Applicant's 
needs. 

"..it would be possible for each of the Applicants to establish a simpler but still 
competitive fixed odds wagering provider by 29 May 2009 or shortly thereafter. 
In  particular each of the Applicants could choose to offer fixed odds wagering 
products to punters prior to acquiring an integrating risk management system by 
putting in place appropriate protocols regarding acceptance of wages in order to 
manage risk. It would not be necessary for the Applicants to establish a fixed 
odds wagering business of the scope of that operated by Centrebet or by Tabcorp 
under the TAB Sportsbet brand. ..." 
"Even if each of the Applicants chose substantially to reduce the number of 
betting events and/or bet types on which i t  offered fixed odds wagering, this 
would not significantly reduce its viability or ability to compete ...." 
"Each of the Applicants could choose to reduce the number of events on which it 
offered fixed odds betting without significantly affecting its competitiveness in the 
market." 
"... a small but viable operator could have a turnover of less than $50 million in 
fixed odds sports betting." 

It is ironic that Tabcorp would argue that the public interest is served by denying the 
Applicants clients in Tasmania, Western Australia and the ACT the benefit of the 
outsourced services, when Tabcorp's clients in New South Wales and Victoria, receive 
similar services by Tabcorp under the TAB Sportsbet arrangement. 

Apart from being a detriment to the consumers of those States and Territories, it would 
be commercially irresponsible for the Applicants to offer lesser services than those they 
offer now. 

Tabcorp challenges the suggestion that the primary geographic areas in which they seek 
to supply wagering products are complimentary not overlapping. It rightly points to an 
open market in respect of Internet betting, but fails to acknowledge the proportion of 
betting made by other channels. The primary delivery channel for the Applicants remains 
the Applicants retail outlets. 

ANTI-COMPETITIVE ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN THE APPLICANTS AND CENTREBET 

The following comments are provided in relation to competition between the Applicants 
and Centrebet. 

[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] EKL!JT)ED FWOM 
PUBL!C REGISWE9 
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It is the odds-setting and management of the book that is the central part of the 
expertise of bookmaking. I n  addition, the pricing will vary between Centrebet and the 
Applicants to reflect the different environments they predominantly operate in, 
[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED]. 

Because of this, Centrebet will continue to remain competitive with the Applicants on 
pricing. 

I n  relation to product offerings, Centrebet will significantly increase the product offering 
available under existing fixed odds menus of the Applicants. I n  accordance with the 
Management Services Agreement, the Applicants agree to offer to their customer all of 
the events and bet types made available by Centrebet to the extent each Applicant is 
permitted to do so by any applicable laws, regulations and regulatory approvals. 
Tabcorp opined that the Applicants didn't need the breadth of offerings they currently 
enjoy as they had received few bets on some bet types. This is only to be expected 
given the demography of their largely retail customer base. 

Centrebet, on the other hand, will continue to market its wide range of bet types; 
appealing to a different group of online punters who seek sophisticated and exotic 
betting options. 

Accordingly, the arrangements would be likely to improve competition as between the 
Applicants and Centrebet, because of the improved range of product offerings for the 
Applicants. 

Finally, Tabcorp objects that the arrangement would limit the supply of bet types and 
events by the Applicants to those made available by Centrebet. This objection may be 
quickly dismissed. All parties to the JV acknowledge the right of each of the others to  
offer new bet types not offered by Centrebet. It is unnecessary for the parties to the JV 
to be invited to prove a negative and demonstrate how this right will be exercised in 
future. 

Centrebet submits that this arrangement will provide an improved competition 
environment to that pre 29 May 2009 and to that which would occur absent 
authorisation. 

I n  conclusion, Centrebet submits that, as suggested in the Application, authorisation will 
result in net public benefits and the arrangements therefore ought to be authorised on 
an interim and final basis. 




